COVID-19 is a novel and exponentially-growing disease and consequently the accelerated development of knowledge from good data is possible quickly and globally. To create this knowledge, medical professionals and governments need to share relevant, privacy-protected, patient data with an open COVID19 registry.

In order to combat the global pandemic of novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), all humans on earth need to make difficult strategic decisions on three very different scales, all fueled by Analytical and Artificial Intelligence-based predictive Models (AAIMs):•**personal scale** -- the choices an individual makes about their lifestyle, work, movement, socializing, and other risk-associated choices -- aided by the aggregated and analyzed information transferred to them through media, apps, and the environment they interact with,•**healthcare and pharmaceutical provider** scale -- determining the best prevention, diagnosis, and treatment strategy for patients (and potential patients) given the resources available -- aided by electronic health software, treatment AAIMs, all based on similar cases, and•**healthcare system** scale -- determining the city, state, or national strategy for communication, transmission prevention, resource allocation, and tracking/restrictions to be imposed on the populace -- aided by large-scale epidemiological, financial, and political AAIMs.

AAIMs, if properly designed, can be deployed rapidly to support epidemiologists, clinical, economic, and policy experts build models and perform analysis that synthesize outcomes data from the pandemic into actionable information for the decision-makers at all scales. With the support of AAIMs models and analyses, these experts are making assumptions that impact the validity of their models that inform the decisions on all scales. The assumptions of such models and its data sources should be made public, yet a bigger gap appears to be emerging on the access to that life-saving data.

The lack of access in a transparent and rigorous way to data and data models used in the current COVID-19 might be already impact the response to the crisis and affection millions of people. Policies have been changing constantly and varied widely for testing for and containing COVID-19 in many countries and states, thus affecting the nature of the data being collected. Further, the data that informed the early response by the United States Government and recommendation by the prime minister of the UK to let COVID-19 run its course without intervention was informed by a small sample size of 425 cases in Wuhan, potentially biased by political interest of China.^1,2^ The data that supports the suggestion of "flattening the curve" of cases to spread the demand for hospital resources across the summer comes came from a greater number of cases reported openly from Wuhan and data on the severity of cases from Italy.^3^Which of these models is correct depends on who has the most recent and accurate data. Are their models correct across geographies or only in those with data over-represented in the databases?

Experts models are only as accurate as the data that feeds them, so it is in the best interest of every individual on earth to have relevant and actionable data from their location combined with large amounts of data from across the world.

Given the nature of the decisions being made, there is a dramatic need for patient-level information of geographies visited, de-identified demographic information, medical history and comorbidities, laboratory tests/image studies/medications received, and patient outcomes for all coronavirus cases witnessed worldwide. Korea, Italy, and Japan have shared more than 8,000 patient\'s data on Kaggle, which have led to new understandings of the disease and its severity, but unfortunately the shared data at different granularity, different data elements, and inconsistent representation of data.

There are already solutions on place to ensure a consistent representation of data in order to speed up the development of AAIMs. Universal data formats already exist for each of these categories of essential data: geospatial coordinates for geographies, age and gender (at least) for demographic information, common data model, like Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP), and public release of diagnostic images (DIMCOM3) and laboratory testing (LOINC), and ICD-10 codes for diagnoses and outcomes. These data should be hosted publicly on sites like Kaggle, MIMIC (medical information mart for intensive care) and RDA (research data aliance) where researchers across the globe access to provide insights.This will also facilitate a shared global effort towards the detection of data quality issues, compared with the current "black-box" approach inherent from only sharing heavy aggregated and huge-granularity data.

We implore healthcare professionals, payors, health system managers, and device makers to provide the data requested to Kaggle with all fields outlined in this letter. These data are essential for providing good information for the decisions made to combat COVID-19 and future pandemics on the personal, healthcare/pharmaceutical provider, and government scales.
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